GREETINGS:
Welcome to the world of mystery and magic, deep feelings and guaranteed transformation of all you believe
as November opens its doors and invites us into an expanded view of life. We have a powerful Super Moon
on 11/3, a New Moon in Scorpio on 11/18, and the planet of fate and boundaries reaching the galactic
center on 11/19 for the first time in 30 years. We are all ready to release the pain and pressure of 2017
and give birth to a new consciousness with all its possibilities of transformation. November is preceded by
the celebration of Halloween Eve and the first day of November is the annual Day of the Dead. After the
Sun enters joyful Sagittarius on 11/21, we will have an opportunity to be grateful as Thanksgiving occurs
following the challenges of this Year of the Fire Rooster. With Jupiter joining the planets in Scorpio, all bets
are off for keeping things a secret, particularly with regards to sex and money. The fierce force of Scorpio
is with us whether we are ready for it or not.
LANDSCAPING: November brings an opportunity to get your landscape needs current after the hurricane,
with lower temperatures and adequate rainfall, it is time to enjoy a second spring. I am enclosing two
pictures of yards I have recently installed. Please let me know if I can help you, your friends and/or your
neighbors in getting your landscape ready for your enjoyment of the holiday season. I have experienced
subcontractors and much enthusiasm for creating and maintaining the beauty of nature.

NOVEMBER ASTROLOTICAL TRENDS:
FULL MOON IN TAURUS (11/3/4):
This Super Moon, which is the last in fixed signs this year, gives us a dose of the practical in an expanded
form, as Jupiter and the Sun in Scorpio dance in tandem with the Moon in Taurus, which is balanced by
Pluto in Capricorn. This is definitely a time for creative problem solving and building a vision of the future
you want to create. It is also time to fully release the pain of disappointment in the past and the loss of
illusions we once held. This Full Moon coincides with Samhain, the midpoint between the Fall Equinox and
the Winter Solstice, reminding us to live fully and in alignment with our deepest values. This Full Moon
brings to light where we may be holding on too tight to what we have, thereby blocking vitality and
abundance. With Jupiter in Scorpio for the next year and joining the Sun at the Full Moon, letting go of
what is not working is key to welcoming opportunities for expansion. This the only Full Moon in the Fire
Bird year where the Sun and Jupiter join, asking us to seek and seize opportunities for growth and
success. This is a time of "lucky timing", expanded optimism, and puts us at the right place at the right
time. This is a period of increased sensitivity so slow down and listen to your inner voice.
FINAL BALANCING PERIOD OF SATURN AND URANUS (11/11):
This is the third act of a 12-month period of making progress slowly. Evaluate where you were one year
ago and claim the lessons and the progress that are part of your life today. With Saturn in Sagittarius and

Uranus in Aries, both fire signs, it is tempting to minimize your progress, but take time to be grateful for the
lessons which have awakened you to a stronger, more resilient version of your true self. You may have
surprised yourself.
VENUS AND JUPITER JOIN IN SCORPIO (11/13)
This is the only time in 2017 that these two fortunate energies join together in Scorpio. Often, big gains
occur for those who are open and prepared. Relationships may improve as secrets disappear and are
replaced by true, deeper intimacy, particularly in matters of sex and finances. Plan something wonderful
during this time. This period is followed on 11/16 with Venus and Neptune balancing our creativity and
feeling values in wonderful ways. For those who honor their feeling function, this period (11/13-16) will be
a powerful time of abundance and openness to more than we have imagined, as there are no limits with
this pattern and some of us will be riding waves of joy.
NEW MOON IN SCORPIO (11/18)
This is a time for new growth in our life, which may require us to eliminate what is not working for our highest
and best self. Old projects, relationships and projects which no longer provide a return can be safely left
behind. The Scorpio period reminds us of our own mortality and the loss of others we have loved, inspiring
us to live with greater vitality, passion and intention. Scorpio symbolizes walking into the pain of life to
create renewal on the path of transformation. It is the alchemical path of release of the old so new can
appear, sometimes magically. We can direct and apply this power of the New Moon's power of regeneration
to any area where we feel stuck or stagnant. Like the lotus, pictured below, we can bloom in the mud. It is
necessary to enter the emotional world where we may have frozen due to fear and trauma, no longer
allowing our emotions to flow. Remember "feeling leads to healing", so when we turn toward the pain our
heart opens and brings a larger space into our life for what truly heals our wounds. This New Moon is
joined by Neptune in Pisces and the Sun/Moon/Jupiter and Venus in Pisces, a water life preserver of deep
feeling healing to take us to the current of our better life. Since Mars and Pluto form a strong pattern of
power/powerlessness on 11/19, we need to pay attention to which side of this equation needs our
attention. As the planet of fate Saturn moves toward the Galactic Center thereafter, there is support for
patterns and beliefs which keep us stuck in patterns of reactivity being replaced by what supports our
evolution and growth.
SUN ENTERS SAGITTARIUS (11/21); NEPTUNE MOVES FORWARD (11/22) SATURN AT GALACTIC
CENTER
The Sun enters optimistic, unlimited Sagittarius on the evening of 11/21, reminding us that our beliefs can
shape identity and reality and optimism is the best strategy for an unlimited life of joy and
abundance. Neptune turns its tide in its home of Pisces on 11/22 returning visionary energy and unlimited
creativity into our lives. The Galactic Center of our universe was discovered in February l974 and is
occupied by Saturn every 30 years, marking measurable changes in our lives. This last occurred in 198889. Review your history to see how you grew as a result of the changes that occurred at that time. We
have been in a similar cycle for the past year, and the period of change we have been experiencing as
brought a renewal of fear that we are needing to acknowledge and release to make way for a better life. As
November comes to an end, we are moving forward into a new version of ourselves on a wider path. Take
some time to evaluate your progress and make adjustments where necessary.
MENTAL ENERGIES ARE STRONG THE LAST WEEK OF NOVEMBER
On 11/25 Mercury in Sagittarius is energized by the energy of fellow fire sign Aries, as Uranus makes a
triangle pose of brilliance and balance. Wit and wisdom join together with prophetic tendencies and come
up with solutions and new ideas. Don't miss this opportunity to create and problem solve, especially with
those you resonate with. On 11/28 Mercury and Saturn come together for the last time in Sagittarius and
the still, deep brilliance of this combination is unbeatable for seeing what details you have missed. This is
the time to speak with authority where necessary.

November is a very mysterious month in my life. I have no planets in Scorpio so it is a permanent surprise
to me. In November of 1971 I became a professional astrologer after I was fired from the job I had enjoyed
for many years. I have never looked back and enjoyed the wild ride that began 46 years ago. I look forward
to many more surprises that are beyond my understanding and imagination. This is a time to become a
Leaping Beauty and LIVE THE MAGIC. If I can help you in any way, I am honored to share my knowledge
with you as you exceed your limits.
GO ASTROS – EARN HISTORY!!
NAN
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“Out of the mud and murky waters of Samsara (attachment and despair) will rise a beautiful lotus,
symbol of purity, beauty, and resilience in detachment (as droplets of water slide off its petals).”

